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The main goal of this paper is to study the linearization of an inverse medium
problem. Regularity and stability results are established for the near-field scattering
 .map or scattering matrix which maps the scatterer to the scattered field. Proper-
ties on continuity and Frechet differentiability of the scattering map are examined.Â
A lower bound of the linearized scattering map is obtained, which in particular
characterizes the stability properties. These results are useful in the analysis of the
nonlinear inverse scattering problem. Q 2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
The paper is concerned with the inverse scattering problem for the
Helmholtz equation in two dimensions,
Df x q k 2 1 q q x f x s 0, x g R2 , 1.1 .  .  .  . .
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 .where k is a positive real number the wave number , and q is a function
 .  . 2the scatterer with q x ) y1 for all x g R . Throughout, the function q
is assumed to be supported in a bounded domain V ; R2. The total field
f takes the form
f s f q c .0
Here f : R2 ‹ C is the incident field which satisfies0
Df x q k 2f x s 0, x g R2 1.2 .  .  .0 0
and c : R2 ‹ C is the scattered field which satisfies the Sommerfeld
radiation condition
›c' < <lim r y ikc s 0, r s x , 1.3 . /› rr“‘
< <uniformly along all directions xr x . The direct or forward scattering
problem in this context is to determine the scattered field c for a given
incident field f and a scatterer q. This paper is devoted to a study of the0
 .inverse scattering problem, i.e., to determine the scatterer q x from some
measured scattered field c . The measurements used here are near field,
< w xc , which particularly has applications in ultrasonic tomography 4 .› V
 .For a given scatterer q and an incident field f , define the near-field0
 . <  .  .scattering map M q by c s M q f . Obviously M q is nonlinear with› V 0
respect to the scatterer q. It is thus natural to study its linearization. By
far, most progress in solving the inverse problem numerically has been
made through the linearization. Our goal in this work is to analyze
 .regularity and stability properties of the scattering map M q , especially its
linearization. The research arises in our efforts to justify mathematically
w xthe computational approaches developed in 3]5 . We also examine prop-
erties on continuity and Frechet differentiability of the scattering map. AÂ
lower bound of the linearized scattering map is obtained, which character-
izes the stability properties of the inverse problem. These results are useful
in the analysis of the nonlinear inverse scattering problem.
w xWe refer the reader to Colton and Kress 7 for additional references on
direct and inverse scattering problems. Results on linearization in the
w xcontext of inverse conductivity problems may be found in Calderon 2 ,Â
w x w xDobson 9 , and references cited therein. See Somersalo et al. 14 for a
study of the linearized inverse problem for Maxwell's equations. For a
survey of recent mathematical results and references on related inverse
w x w xproblems, we refer to Sylvester and Uhlmann 15 and Isakov 12 .
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we analyze the
 .domain, range, and continuity properties of M q . Section 3 is devoted to
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 .an analysis of the Frechet differentiability of M q . In Section 4, we deriveÂ
 .an estimate for the lower bound of the linearization of M q with respect
to a constant reference scatterer.
2. REGULARITY OF THE SCATTERING MAP
Consider the Helmholtz equation
Du q k 2 u s 0 in R2 2.1 .
subject to the outgoing Sommerfeld radiation condition
› u' < <lim r y iku s 0, r s x , 2.2 . /› rr“‘
< <uniformly along all directions xr x .
 .  .The fundamental solution of the problem 2.1 with 2.2 is given by the
formula
i
2< <G x , y s y H k x y y , x / y , x , y g R , 2.3 .  . .k 04
 . w xwhere H z is the first kind of Henkel function of order 0. See Eyges 100
w xand Colton and Kress 7 for properties of the function.
Let V be a bounded domain in R2 with a smooth boundary › V. For any
 .smooth function f x supported in V, define the map K byV
K f x [ G x , y f y dy , ; x g R2 . 2.4 .  .  .  .HV k
V
The following regularity result is well known. We refer the reader to
w x w xCourant and Hilbert 8 or Gilbarg and Trudinger 11 for a proof.
0, a  .LEMMA 2.1. Assume that f g C V , for 0 - a - 1. Then w s0
 . 2, a  .K f x is in C V and satisfiesV
Dw q k 2 w s f 2.5 .
 .along with the radiation condition 2.2 . Further, there is a constant C ) 0
which depends only on V and k, such that
5 5 2 , a 5 5 0 , aw F C f . 2.6 .C V . C V .
0, a  . 2, a  .Therefore, K is a bounded linear operator from C V to C V .V 0
2 .We next extend the domain of the operator K to L V .V
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2 .LEMMA 2.2. The operator K is a bounded linear operator from L V toV
2 .L V with the estimate
5 5 2 < < 5 5 2K f F C ln k q 1 f . 2.7 .  .L V . L V .V
Here the constant C depends only on V.
w x w xProof. According to Lebedev 13 or Chen and Rokhlin 5 , we have the
following asymptotic behavior of the Henkel function
2
i zyp r4.H z ; e , z “ ‘ . (0 p z
and
2 i 2
H z ; y ln , z “ 0. .0 p z
Thus there exists a constant C , such that0
< < < <H z F C ln z q 1 , .  .0 0
hence
< < 2 < < 2 < < 2G x , y F C ln r q ln k q 1 . .  .k
For any x g V,
< < 2 < < 2 < < 2G x , y dy s G x , y dy q G x , y dy .  .  .H H Hk k k
 .  .V VlB x , 1 V_B x , 1
12 2< < < <F C ln k q ln r r dr q 1H /0
2< <F C ln k q 1 , .
where the constant C depends only on V. The Cauchy]Schwarz inequality
2 .yields that for any f g L V
< <K f x s G x , y f y dy .  .  .HV k
V
1r2
2
2< < 5 5F G x , y dy f .H L V .k /
V
< < 5 5 2F C ln k q 1 f , . L V .
 .which leads to the estimate 2.7 .
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In fact, a stronger result holds.
2 .LEMMA 2.3. The operator K is a bounded linear operator from L V toV
2 .H V .
2 < < 4Proof. Choose R ) 0 such that V ;; B s x g R ; x - R and ex-R
tend f to B byR
f x , x g V , .Äf x s .  0, x g B _ V .R
Let
w x s K f x s G x , y f y dy .  .  .  .HV k
V
and
Ä Äw x s K f x s G x , y f y dy. .  .  .  .Ä HB kR
BR
Ä 2 .From the definition of f x , for any x g R ,
Äw x s G x , y f y dy s G x , y f y dy s w x . .  .  .  .  .  .Ä H Hk k
B VR
 4 ‘ .Construct a sequence of functions f ; C B withm 0 R
Äf “ fm
2 . w xin L V . To this end, we may use a well known mollifier argument 11 .
Define
w x s K f x s G x , y f y dy. .  .  .  .Hm B m k mR
BR
2, a  .It follows from Lemma 2.1 that c g C B andm R
Dw q k 2 w s f in B .m m m R
w xUsing the interior estimates for PDEs 11 , we have
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2w F C w q f , .H V . L B . L B .m m mR R
where the constant C depends on V, R, and k.
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Combining the above estimate with Lemma 2.2, we arrive at
5 5 2 5 5 2w F C f ,H V . L B .m m R
2 .which implies that there exists w g H V such thatÃ
Ä 2w x s G x , y f y dy in L V .  .  .  .Ã H k
BR
and
Ã Ä2 25 5 5 5c F C f .H V . L B .R
Therefore
w x s w x in L2 V .  .  .Ã
and
Ä2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5w F C f s C f .H V . L B . L V .R
Here the constant C depends on R, V, and k.
 .We now return to the scattering problem. Given q g C V and an0
incident field f , the scattering field c satisfies0
Dc q k 2 1 q q c s yk 2qf 2.8 .  .0
subject to the outgoing Sommerfeld radiation condition
›c' < <lim r y ikc s 0, r s x 2.9 . /› rr“‘
< <uniformly along all directions xr x . It is well known that the problem
 .  .2.8 , 2.9 is equivalent to the Lippmann]Schwinger equation
c x q k 2 G x , y q y c y dy s yk 2 G x , y q y f y dy. .  .  .  .  .  .  .H Hk k 0
V V
2.10 .
 .By the definition of K , we can rewrite 2.10 asV
c q k 2K qc s yk 2K qf . 2.11 .  .  .V V 0
2 .LEMMA 2.4. Assume that q g C V and f is an incident field. Then0 0
2 2 .  .there is a unique solution c g C R of Eq. 2.11 for any k ) 0. The
 .  .solution c also sol¤es Eq. 2.8 subject to the radiation condition 2.9 .
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w xFor a proof, we refer to Courant and Hilbert 8 and Colton and Kress
w x7 .
For a given scatterer q and an incident field f , we define the map0
 .  .  .S q, f by c s S q, f , where c is the solution of the problem 2.8 ,0 0
 .  .  .2.9 or the problem 2.10 . It is easily seen that the map S q, f is linear0
with respect to f but is nonlinear with respect to q. Hence we may0
 .  .denote S q, f by S q f .0 0
 .Concerning the map S q , we have the following regularity results.
 .Lemma 2.5 gives the boundedness of S q , while a continuity result for the
 .map S q is presented in Lemma 2.6.
2 . 5 5 ‘LEMMA 2.5. Assume that q g C V and q F M , for a positi¤eL V .0 0
 . 2 . 2 .constant M . Then S q is a bounded linear map from H V to H V .0
Moreo¤er, there is a constant C dependent of V, k, and M , such that0
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2S q f F C q f . 2.12 .  .H V . L V . H V .0 0
Proof. Let R ) 0 be sufficiently big so that V ; B . We wish to showR
2 .  . 2 2 .that if c g L B and solves Eq. 2.11 , then c g C R .R
2 .  . 2 .By Lemma 2.3, if c g L B and solves Eq. 2.11 , then c g H B .R R
0, aw x  .Using the Sobolev imbedding theorem 1 , we have c g C B forR
0, a  .0 - a - 1. Hence qc g C B . It follows from Lemma 2.1 thatR
 . 2, a  2 .K qc g C R . Since f is the incident field, which is sufficientlyV 0
2, a  2 .smooth, we obtain from Lemma 2.1 that c g C R .
 . 2 .Next, we consider the integral equation 2.11 in L B . Since theR
2 . 2 .  .operator K is compact from L B to L B , so is K q ? ; by theV R R V
 2 .Fredholm alternative and Lemma 2.3, the operator I q K k q ? isV
 .bounded. Further, since f solves Eq. 2.8 , from the standard elliptic
w x ‘theory, for example 11, Theorem 8.12 , the bound depends only on the L
norm of the coefficient. Thus, we deduce
5 5 2 5 5 2c F C K qf .L B . L B .V 0R R
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2F C qf F C q f ,L B . L V . H V .0 0R
where the constant C depends on M , V, R, and k.0
 .Using the proof of Lemma 2.3 and Eq. 2.8 , we have
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2c F C c q qf .H V . L B . L B .0R R
5 5 2 5 5 2F C q f .L V . H V .0
 .The proof is completed by observing that c s S q f .0
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2 . 5 5 ‘LEMMA 2.6. Assume that q , q g C V , and that q F M , withL V .1 2 0 1 0
M a positi¤e constant. Then0
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2S q f y S q f F C q y q f , 2.13 .  .  .H V . L V . H V .1 0 2 0 1 2 0
where the constant C depends on V, k, and M .0
 .  .Proof. Let c s S q f and c s S q f . It follows that for j s 1, 21 1 0 2 2 0
Dc q k 2 1 q q c s yk 2q f . .j j j j 0
By setting w s c y c , we have1 2
Dw q k 2 1 q q w s yk 2 q y q f y k 2 q y q c . .  .  .1 1 2 0 1 2 2
 .The function w also satisfies the Sommerfeld radiation condition 2.9 .
From the interior estimates for PDE, we get once again that
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2w F C w q q y q f q c .  . .H V . L B . L B .1 2 0 2R R
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2F C w q q y q f q c , . .L B . L V . H V . H V .1 2 0 2R
where V ; B and the constant C depends on V, R, k, and M .R 0
We repeat the procedure in the proof of Lemma 2.5 to obtain
5 5 2 5 5 2w F C q y q f q c .  .L B . L B .1 2 0 2R R
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2F C q y q f q c . .L V . H V . H V .1 2 0
Finally, an application of Lemma 2.5 yields
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2w F C q y q f ,H V . L V . H V .1 2 0
where the constant C depends only on V, k, and M .0
2 .Next we introduce a subset of C V0
Ä 2 ‘5 5X s q g C V ; q F M . 4L V .M 0 00
and define
Ä 2X s the closure of X in L V . .M M0 0
2 .It is easily seen that X is a complete metric space with the L V norm.M0
 .Because of Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.6, we can further extend S q to
 .X . Actually, let G be the restriction trace operator to the boundary › VM0
of a bounded domain V. By the trace theorem, G is a bounded linear
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s . sy1r2 .operator from H V onto H › V for any s G 1. We can now define
the scattering map
M q s GS q , ;q g X . 2.14 .  .  .M0
The following property of the scattering map is a direct consequence of
Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.6.
 .THEOREM 2.7. For any q g X , the scattering map M q is a boundedM0
2 . 3r2 .  .linear operator from H V into H › V . Furthermore, M q is Lipschitz
continuous with respect to q in X .M0
3. LINEARIZATION OF THE SCATTERING MAP
 .Recall that the map S q is nonlinear with respect to q. In this section
 .we study the linearization of S q .
Formally, by using the first order perturbation theory, we obtain the
 .  .linearized scattering problem of 2.8 , 2.9 with respect to a reference
scatterer q,
D¤ q k 2 1 q q ¤ s yk 2d qc y k 2d qf , 3.1 .  .0
› ¤'lim r y ik¤ s 0, 3.2 . /› rr“‘
 .where d q g X and c s S q f .M 00
 .  .Define the formal linearization T q of the map S q by ¤ s
 . .  .  .T q d q, f , where ¤ is the solution of the problem 3.1 , 3.2 .0
 .The following is a boundedness result for the map T q . A proof may be
given by following step by step the proofs of Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.6.
Hence we omit it here.
Ä ÄLEMMA 3.1. Assume that q g X , d q g X , and f is the incidentM M 00 0
 . . 2 .field. Then ¤ s T q d q, f g H V with the estimate0
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2T q d q , f F C d q f , 3.3 .  .  .H V . L V . H V .0 0
where the constant C depends on M , V, and k.0
The next lemma is concerned with the continuity property of the map.
Ä ÄLEMMA 3.2. For any q , q g X , d q g X , and an incident field f ,1 2 M M 00 0
the following estimate holds
5 5 2T q d q , f y T q d q , f .  .  .  . H V .1 0 2 0
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2F C q y q d q f , 3.4 .L V . L V . H V .1 2 0
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where the constant C depends on M , V, and k.0
 . .Proof. Let ¤ s T q d q, f , for i s 1, 2.i i 0
It is easy to see that
D ¤ y ¤ q k 2 1 q q ¤ y ¤ .  .  .1 2 1 1 2
s yk 2d q c y c y k 2 q y q ¤ , .  .1 2 1 2 2
 .where c s S q f .i i 0
Similar to the proof of Lemma 2.6, we get
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2¤ y ¤ F C d q c y c q q y q ¤ , .  . .H V . L V . L V .1 2 1 2 1 2 2
where the constant C depends on M , V, and k.0
From Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.6, we obtain
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2¤ y ¤ F C d q c y c q q y q ¤ .H V . L V . H V . L V . H V .1 2 1 2 1 2 2
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2F C q y q d q f ,L V . L V . H V .1 2 0
which completes the proof.
Having proved Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, we can extend the definition
 .of T q to q g X and d q g X . Moreover, it is straightforward thatM M0 0
the results of Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 remain to be valid.
 .The following result concerns the differentiability property of S q and
 .  .gives conditions under which T q is the Frechet derivative of S q .Â
LEMMA 3.3. Assume that q g X and d q g X . Then there is aM M0 0
constant C dependent of M , V, and k, for which the following estimate holds0
5 5 2 5 5 2 2 5 5 2S q q d q f y S q f y T q d q , f F C d q f . .  .  .  . H V . L V . H V .0 0 0 0
3.5 .
ÄProof. It suffices to prove the lemma in the case where q, d q g X .M0
 .  .  . .By setting c s S q f , c s S q q d q f , and ¤ s T q d q, f , we1 0 2 0 0
have
Dc q k 2 1 q q c s yk 2qf , .1 1 0
Dc q k 2 1 q q q d q c s yk 2 q q d q f , .  .2 2 0
D¤ q k 2 1 q q ¤ s yk 2d qc y k 2d qf . . 1 0
 .In addition, c , c , and ¤ satisfy the radiation condition 3.2 .1 2
Denote
U s c y c y ¤ .2 1
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Then
DU q k 2 1 q q U s yk 2d q c y c . .  .2 1
Similar arguments as in the proof of Lemma 2.6 gives
5 5 2 5 5 2U F C d q c y c .H V . L V .2 1
5 5 2 5 5 2F C d q c y c ,L V . H V .2 1
where the constant C depends only on M , V, and k.0
From Lemma 2.6, we obtain further that
5 5 2 5 5 2 2 5 5 2U F C d q f ,H V . L V . H V .0
 .which is the estimate 3.5 .
Finally, by combining the above lemmas, we arrive at
 .THEOREM 3.4. The scattering map M q is Frechet differentiable withÂ
respect to q and its Frechet deri¤ati¤e isÂ
DM q s GT q . 3.6 .  .  .
4. LOWER BOUND OF THE LINEARIZED SCATTERING
MAP
In this section, we obtain a lower bound for the linearized scattering
map. The ill-posedness nature of the inverse scattering problem indicates
that in general it is impossible to have a lower bound for the linearized
w x w xscattering map. Similar to the results in Calderon 2 , Cheney et al. 14 ,Â
w xand Dobson 9 for the inverse conductivity problem, we derive a lower
bound under certain conditions.
We first consider the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map of the problem.
Let D be a bounded domain with smooth boundary › D in R2. Consider
the exterior Dirichlet problem of the Helmholtz equation
Du q k 2 u s 0 in R2 _ D , 4.1 .
u s f on › D , 4.2 .
and the Sommerfeld radiation condition
› u'lim r y iku s 0, 4.3 . /› rr“‘
< < 0 .where r s x and f g C › D .
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w xFrom Colton and Kress 7, p. 45 , the above scattering problem attains a
2 2 0 2 .  .unique solution u g C R _ D l C R _ D .
Define, for a smooth function f , the Dirichlet-to-Neumann Map by
› u
<L f s , 4.4 .› D
›n
› u
where s n ? =u and n is the unit outward normal vector to › D.
›n
1 .LEMMA 4.1. The map L is a bounded linear operator from H › D to
2 .L › D .
w xProof. Following Colton and Kress 6 , we define the operators
Sf x [ 2 G x , y f y ds y , .  .  .  .  .H k
› D
› Gk
Kf x [ 2 x , y f y ds y , .  .  .  .  .H
›n y .› D
› Gk
K 9f x [ 2 x , y f y ds y , .  .  .  .  .H
›n x .› D
› › Gk
Tf x [ 2 x , y f y ds y , .  .  .  .  .H
›n x ›n y .  .› D
for x g › D.
w xWe can show by using the same procedure as in 6 that S, K, K 9 are
0, a  . 1, a  . 1, a  .bounded from C › D into C › D and T is bounded from C › D
0, a  .to C › D . Moreover, it can be proved that S, K, K 9 are bounded from
2 . 1 . 1 . 2 .L › D to H › D and T is bounded from H › D to L › D .
w xAs in Colton and Kress 7 , we can represent
y1
L s ihI y ihK 9 q T I q K y ihS , for h g R . .  .
w xFrom the Sobolev imbedding theorem 1
1
1 0, aH › D ; C › D for 0 - a F , .  .
2
which yields that
Sf , Kf g C1, a › D ; H 1 › D , for f g H 1 › D . .  .  .
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1 1 0, a .  .In addition, for 0 - a - , H › D is compactly embedded in C › D ;2
1 . 1 .hence the operators S, K are compact from H › D to H › D . There-
 .y1fore, by the Fredholm alternative, for a suitable h, I q K y ihS is
1 . 1 .bounded from H › D to H › D . Finally, the proof is complete by using
1 2 .  .the boundedness of K 9 and T from H › D to L › D .
 .We now consider our model problem. Let ¤ be a solution of Eqs. 3.1
 .and 3.2 . According to Theorem 3.1,
<DM q d q , f s ¤ . .  . › V0
LEMMA 4.2. There is a constant C independent of q and d q, such that the
following estimate holds
› ¤
15 5F C ¤ . 4.5 .H › V .
2  .›n L › V
Proof. Since the functions q and d q are both supported in V, it is
 .  . <obvious that ¤ also solves the exterior problem 4.1 , 4.2 with ¤ › V
2  .instead of f on R _ V and 4.3 . On the other hand, the results of Section
2  2 .2 imply that ¤ g H R . The proof may be completed by a directloc
application of Lemma 4.1.
Let
1r2
2< <A s max G x , y dy . .H k /xgV V
By Lemma 2.2 of Section 2,
< <A F C 1 q ln k , .0
with C a constant independent of k.0
LEMMA 4.3. If
2 5 5 < <1r2a s k q V A - 1,‘
then
a
2 25 5 5 5c F f . 4.6 .L V . L V .01 y a
Proof. From the Lippmann]Schwinger equation, we have
c x s yk 2 G x , y q y c y dy y k 2 G x , y q y f y dy. .  .  .  .  .  .  .H Hk k 0
V V
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Hence the Cauchy]Schwarz inequality yields
< < 2 5 5 5 5 2 2 5 5 5 5 2c x F k q A c q k q A f . . ‘ L V . ‘ L V .0
Moreover
5 5 2 5 5 < <1r2 5 5 2 5 5 2c F c V F a c q a fL V . ‘ L V . L V .0
which gives the desired estimate.
 . .  .Denote DM q d q, ? by DM q d q, and set
A A 5 5 2 3r2DM q d q s DM q d q , ? . .  .  . LH V . ; H › V ..
We are now ready to present the main result of this section: a lower bound
 .of the linearized map DM q with respect to a constant reference scatterer
q.
2 1r2 .  . 5 5 < <THEOREM 4.4. Assume that q x s q x x and a s k q V A -‘0 V
 .1, where x x is the characteristic function of V and q is a constant suchV 0
2 .that k 1 q q is not a Neumann eigen¤alue of the Laplacian in V. Then0
there exists a constant C ) 0, for which the following estimate holds0
< <1r2a VÃ 2A A < < 5 5DM q d q G C 2p max d q j y d q , 4.7 .  .  .L V .0  /1 y a< <r F j FrÄ0 0
Ä Ä Ä Ã< <where k s k 1 q q , r s k y k , r s k q k, and d q is the Fourier trans-' Ä0 0 0
form of d q.
If , in addition,
Ã 2 < <supp d q ; D r , r s x g R ; r F x F r .  4Ä Ä0 0 0 0
and there is a constant C ) 0 satisfying1
1r2' < <2 p a V
y G C ,1 /r 1 y a0
then
A A 5 5 2DM q d q G C C d q . 4.8 .  .L V .0 1
 . .  .Proof. Let f s DM q d q, f . It follows from the regularity of M q0
3r2 .that f g H › V .
 . .Denote ¤ s DS q d q, f . It is evident that the function ¤ satisfies the0
equation
D¤ q k 2 1 q q ¤ s yk 2d q f q c .  .0
together with the Sommerfeld radiation condition.
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Let u be a solution of the boundary value problem
Du q k 2 1 q q u s 0 in V , .
› u
2< s g g L › V . .› V
›n
The existence of the solution follows from the non-eigenvalue assumption
in the statement of Theorem 4.1.
From Green's formula, we have
› u
2f , g s ¤ ds .  . HL › V
›n› V
› ¤
s Du¤ dx y uD¤ dx q u dsH H H
›nV V › V
› ¤
2s k d q f q c u dx q u ds .H H0 ›nV › V
or
› ¤
2
2k d q f q c u dx s f , g y , u . .  .  .H L › V0  / 2›n  .V L › V
We next choose special functions for f , u. Let0
Ã Äi ku? x ikh? xÃf s e , u s e ,0
Ã 1where u , h g S .Ã
We get by Lemma 4.2 that
Ã Ä Ä2 ikuqkh .? x 2 i kh? xÃ Ãk d qe dx q k d qc e dxH H
V V
Ä Äi kh? x ikh? xÃ Ã2 2 1 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F f =e ? n x q C f e . .L › V . L › V . H › V . L › V .
Hence
2 2Ã Ã Ä 2 2 15 5 5 5 5 52p k d q ku q kh y k d q c F C f .Ã L V . L V . H › V . /
Moreover, we obtain by using Lemma 4.3 that
< <1r2a V
2 2Ã 2 1< < 5 5 5 52p k max d q j y k d q F C f . . L V . H › V .1 y a< <r F j FrÄ0 0
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On the other hand
5 5 1 5 5 3r2f F DM q d q , f .  .H › V . H › V .0
A A 5 5 2F DM q d q ? f . H V .0
A AF C DM q d q . .
 .The estimate 4.7 follows immediately by combining the above two esti-
mates.
Ã  .If, in addition, supp d q ; D r , r , thenÄ0 0
1Ã Ã 2< < 5 5max d q j G d q j .  . L D r , r ..Ä0 0'< < p rr F j FrÄ0 0 0
1 Ã 2 25 5s d q L R .'p r0
1
25 5s d q ,L V .'p r0
 .which gives the estimate 4.8 . The proof is now complete.
Remarks. In the special case q s 0, the results of Theorem 4.1 give0
w xrise to the uncertainty principle introduced by Chen 3 . The idea of
constructing special solutions in the proof follows essentially the work of
w xCalderon 2 in the study of a linearized inverse conductivity problem. SeeÂ
w xDobson 9 for related results on the linearized inverse conductivity prob-
lem.
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